
Kitt Peak Nightly Observing Program 

Splendors of the Universe on YOUR Night! 

Many pictures are links to larger versions. 

Click here for the “Best images of the OTOP” Gallery and more information. 

 

 

The Double-Double (ε Lyrae) looks like two stars 

in binoculars, but a good telescope shows that both 

of these two are themselves binaries. However, 

there may be as many as ten stars in this system! 

The distant pairs are about 0.16 light-year apart 

and take about half a million years to orbit one 

another. The Double-Double is about 160 light-

years from Earth. 

 

 

 

M35: An open star cluster of over 300 stars. It lies 

at a distance of 2,800 ly, near the foot of Castor, 

one of the Gemini twins. Could you see the tiny 

cluster NGC 2158 nearby?  

 

 

"Double Cluster" (NGC 884 and NGC 869): These 

two star clusters are a treat for binoculars and 

telescope alike. Each is a congregation of many 

hundred stars around 50-60 light years in diameter. 

These clusters are both about 7500 light years 

away. 

 

http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/bestImages.php
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/n884.jpg


 

M42: The Great Orion Nebula. This is a region of 

star formation about 1,300 ly away. It is roughly 

30 ly across and contains enough material to make 

2,000 stars the size of our sun.  

 

 

M31: The Andromeda Galaxy, our nearest major 

galactic neighbor. It is a spiral galaxy, lies 

2,500,000 lightyears away and has a diameter of 

220,000 lightyears. This galaxy contains as much 

material as 1.5 trillion suns.  

 

 

M33: The Triangulum galaxy. It, like M31, is a 

prominent member of our local group of galaxies. 

It lies at a distance of 2,900,000 ly and is 

approximately 60,000 ly across. 

 

 

Venus, the second planet, is the brightest natural 

object in the sky other than the Sun and Moon and 

is often erroneously called the “morning star” or 

“evening star.” It is completely wrapped in sulfuric 

acid clouds and its surface is hot enough to melt 

lead. 

 

http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/thumbnails/m42.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/html/im0424.html
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/m33centerblocks.jpg


 

M57: The Ring Nebula. This remnant of a dead 

star looks exactly as it's name says - a ring or 

doughnut shape cloud of gas. The nebula is about 

2.6 lightyears across and lies about 2,300 

lightyears away.  

 

 

Your Telescope Operator and Guide. Thank 

you for joining me this evening! See you 

soon!! 

 

 

The web page for the program in which you just participated is at Nightly 

Observing Program. Most of the above images were taken as part of the Overnight 

Telescope Observing Program. For more information on this unique experience 

please visit Overnight Telescope Observing Program. 
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http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/nop.php
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/nop.php
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/oto.php
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/m57blocks.jpg

